O'Grady et al classified as a member of the Kulin Subgroup but reclassified here by Wurm.
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80e* Dardi-Dardi
(4Sr.)

Dardi-Dardi (SAW, AIAS), Dadidadi (AC, 'RLS' 4Sr., AIAS), Tatitati (T, SAW alt. name)


81. KULINIC GROUP

a. Kulin Subgroup

Remnants of this subgroup were collected by Hercus ("The Languages of Victoria: A Late Survey", AIAS, 1969). These dialects are characterized by free form person markers whose base may be invariable or may vary according to person, to which are added suffixes to denote person which are the same as suffixes added to nouns to denote possession, but generally different to subject and object suffixes added to verbs. Verbs undergo extensive morphological changes when combined with each other. The subgroup also has what Wurm calls a 'regional vocabulary' (SAW).

81.1a Wergaia

Wergaia (LH, SAW), Worgaia, Wotjobaluk, Wudjubalug (SAW alt. names); includes Djadjala (SAW, AIAS, AC, 'RLS')

81.1b* Warga-Warga
(81.1e)

Warga-Warga (AC, AIAS), Warkawarka (SAW, O'G, 'RLS')

Wurm puts second dialect in the chain rather than fifth as does the O'Grady et al classification.

[81.1b Potaruwutj

Included by Wurm as an alternate name for Danganegald, 78a. ]